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Iran! 
By Carol Wetzel 
Iranian students at Eastern are 
thousands of miles removed from 
the unrest of their homeland, and 
that distance has produced reac-
tions to the turmoil ranging from 
total apathy to intense interest 
among those students . 
For one, the distance means 
"out of sight, out of mind." When 
asked lo comment on issues in 
Iran, he said he had not been 
following them and so was not 
qualified to remark. 
Perhaps not, although it's not 
inconceivable that fear keeps 
some Iranians from publicizing 
their views--fear of retaliation 
from pro-shah supporters, or 
even from other anti-shah Irani-
ans who disagree on many other 
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Since Guyana tragedy 
Siudents vie.w overthrow 
with eagerness, skepticism 
home issues. . 
Some Iranians here, however, 
show great interest in the Iran 
story. 
Hossein Nikdel, a junior major-
ing in computer science, talked to 
the Easterner a few weeks ago. 
At that time Prime Minister 
Shahpour Bakhtiar still headed 
the government as an appointee 
of Shah Mohammad Reza Pah-
lavi, who fled the country earlier 
this year . 
Hossein described the revolu-
tion in Iran as a religious, not 
political movement. 
A supporter-of Hyatollah Ku-
hollah Khomeini, Hossein looked 
to the Moslem religious leader as 
the country's savior. 
"The people are not going to be 
afraid of anything anymore," 
Hossein said, speculating on the 
prospect of the holy man taking 
control of the country and nam-
ing a new prime minister . 
Last weekend, just that hap-
pened, with a new revolutionary 
government taking control , thus 
ending 2,500 years of monarchi-
cal rule in Iran. 
The fight was a hard, bloody 
one, according to Hossein . 
"This has been going on for 35, 
40 years," he said of the Iranians ' 
growing dissatisfaction with the 
government. "The people have 
been through a Jot of pressure." 
Last summer marked the be-
ginning of violence between pro-
testing Iranians and the shah's 
government. 
Cheney, Washington 
"Black Friday was the first 
day the army fired on the peo-
ple," Hossein said. The incident 
happened in Tehran, Hossein 's 
home and the focus of most of the 
violence the past few months. 
Tradition meets irony 
He described the irony of the 
violence in relation to an Islamic 
tradition . "The people bathe 
themselves every day and put on 
clean garments in preparation 
for death . Then they go out in the 
streets and demonstrate." 
His family is typical of Iranians 
practicing the tradition, then 
risking their lives in the streets . 
When Hossein talked to the 
cont. on p. 3 
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Cult influences waning 
By Nancy Greer 
Many young Americans are adopting a more 
cynical attitude about religious cult movements 
since the Jonestown tragedy in Guyana last 
November, San Francisco Examiner editor Reg 
Murphy said Friday. 
Murphy, who lost a photographer in the ambush, 
told Spokane journalists Friday that young people 
especially are beginning to question cult member-
ship since the Nov. 18 slaying of a California 
congressman and four members of his fact-finding 
party. The assassinations were followed by the 
mass suicide of 913 followers of People's Temple 
leader Jim Jones . 
Rep. Leo Ryan, D-Calif. , Examiner photographer 
Greg Robinson, two NBC crewman and a 42-year-
old woman who was defecting from the People's 
Temple were ambushed by cult members at a 
jungle airstrip near Jonestown. The group had 
come to investigate reports of physical abuse and 
restraint of members who wanted to leave Jones' 
following. 
On the heels of the ambush came reports of 
bizarre self-executions, as Jones instructed his 
disciples to consume a poisoned fruit drink. 
The People's Temple had been located in the San 
Francisco Bay area until Jones relocated his group 
to South America about a year and a half ago, 
"almost immediately following publication of ar-
ticles on his cult" in the Examiner, Murphy said. 
Although other cult organizations in California 
are still active, Murphy said people are starting to 
question their attitudes and activities more closely. 
''The cults are still out collecting funds and 
probably still getting new members," he said. "But 
the amount of cynicism is increasing, the number of 
questions growing. I doubt if people will be quite so 
quick to join now." 
During the afternoon press conference, Murphy 
also fielded questions on his 1974 kidnaping by a 
p a 
Inside 
Does a · teacher owe it to his students to keep 
cheating out of the·classroom? For the second of a 
two-part article, see p. 7. 
••••••••••••••• 
A five-year-old charmer named Brandon Powers 
has citptured the attention-and hearts-of many 
dorm residents. See p. 8 for story. 
••••••••••••••• 
The Eagle wrestlers swept four out of five matches 
in grueling competition last week. For that and 
other sports news, turn to p. 10. 
• a 
group identifying itself as the American Revolu-
tionary Army. Murphy, then editor of the Atlanta 
Constitution, was held in· captivity for 50 hours 
before being ransomed for $700,000. 
He also described the problems the Hearst-owned 
San Francisco newspaper faced in trying to provide 
unbiased coverage on the Patricia Hearst kidnaping 
and trial. 
"It must have been very hard for the Hearst 
family to have a paper named for you that was so 
objective that coverage seemed unfair," Murphy 
said . "Certainly there were times when they were 
displeased . But we were never pushed to the point 
that we couldn't do a professional job and maintain 
credibility in the community. '' 
Painting out the world 
But most of the questions focused on Jonestown. 
Murphy described the 'l:l ,000-acre agicultural com-
plex as "an incredible turning-inward" of society. 
"Jim Jones almost literally took a black paint-
brush and painted out the windows so he had 
everyone looking inward at him and not at the rest 
of the world," Murphy said. "The people at 
Jonestown had only a single father figure to deal 
with and no context to the outside world. It's how a 
society goes crazy. 
The presence of reporters at Jonestown did not 
trigger the ambush, as some have claimed, Murphy 
believes. 
"The Rev. Jones clearly did not want the outside 
world to talk about Jonestown and he was not naive 
enough to believe that Leo Ryan would not make a 
full report on conditions there," he said. 
"It was clear that preparations had been made 
for the murder of anyone who came to investigate . 
There were a lot of weapons in the camp." 
Reports of the death of photographer Greg 
Robinson and wounding of reporter Tim Reiterman 
stunned the Examiner staff, Murphy says. That jolt 
was followed only one week later by the assassina-
tion of San Francisco Mayor George Moscone and 
city supervisor by a former supervisor. 
"This made the staff more dedicated. No one 
flinched or turned down assignments,'' he said. 
"They could understand first-hand the price of 
trying to describe a society that's gone crazy." 
Murphy, who said he was accused by some 
readers of exploiting the Guyana episode, said 
newspapers should not bow to public pressure to 
play down unpopular news events such as Jones-
town. 
"It was a ghastly horror. Readers feel revulsion 
and don't like to be reminded of it," he said. "They 
want to believe this shouldn't have happened and 
therefore, feel we shouldn't publish anything on it. 
Adam Namerow photo 
Sign-carrying Eastern students waited at Spokane International 
Airport Tuesday afternoon to express their feelings on the proposed 
tuition hike to Gov. Dixy Lee Ray. The governor drove by the students 
en route to a waiting plane and favored them with a smile and wave 
but no comment on the increase. 
Airport protest futile 
About two dozen EWU students 
stood in the icy wind at Spokane 
International Airport Tuesday 
carrying protest signs and chant-
ing, "Keep tuition down," in an 
apparently futile attempt to draw 
.Gov. Dixy Lee Ray's attention to 
their concerns about the pro-
posed tuition increase. 
Gov. Ray smilf!C and waved to 
the students from the closed 
window of her car as it entered 
the airport gates and again on her 
way to her plane. 
"I was pleased that they (the 
students) were there," said A.S. 
President Ron Weigelt. "I feel 
that their effort was not in vain. 
As part of a long term plan it was 
an important step. It did a lot of 
good." 
Earlier in the day, Weigelt and 
five o~her A.S. members plus a 
member of the news media met 
with Ray in her downtown Spo-
kane office. 
"She told us she was glad that 
we came to present our views," 
said Ken Kassman, administra-
tive assistant to the A.S. "We 
explained why we were opposed 
to the tuition hike and she had her 
own counter arguments." 
Weigelt described Ray as 
friendly, but set in her argu-
ments. 
"She seemed to think that the 
tuition increase is justified," he 
said. 
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Legislature eyes 
fee allotment 
Daryl Hagie, provost for stu-
dent services, and Ken Dolan, 
assistant to President H. George 
Frederickson, presented an al-
ternate plan of Service and Acti-
vities fees distribution to th~ A.S. 
Legislature Monday . 
Hagie told the group of com-
mittee of " students, staff and 
faculty , chaired by Andrew Kelly 
of the Board of Trustees" has 
been established to advise the 
BOT on procedures for allocating 
Sand A fees . 
A memo presented by Hagie 
said that for the past two years, 
athletics has received 30 percent 
of the fees , other departmentally-
related areas such as fine arts , 10 
percent, and Associated stu-
dents ' activities , 60 percent. 
The administration , however , 
now proposes that the funds be 
redistributed 3fl percent, 15 per-
cent, and 55 percent, respec-
tively. " But this is by no means 
final ," said Hagie . 
The memo stated that depart-
Correetions 
In last week 's review of the 
musical , " The Roar of the 
Greasepaint, the Smell of the 
Crowd," the name of Marcus 
Jochim was omitted . He played 
the role of Cocky . 
menta lly-related and athletic ex-
penditures have decreased by 15 
percent and A.S. activities have 
increased by the same amount. 
" I look at it as a cut to direct 
student services ," said Legis-
lator Melody Lewis . 
Legislator Denver Parmenter 
said by allowing a committee 
outside the legislature to distri-
bute funds , the legislature would 
be in violation of the student 
constitution . 
Parmenter referred to the sec-
tion reading "all power for S and 
A budgeting for A.S. students is 
vested in the A.S. Legislature." 
Parmenter said such a viola-
tion of the constitution could 
result in all legislative members 
being removed from office. 
''But such a statement is a little 
exaggerated," Dolan said . 
A.S . Attorney General Ed 
Woodell said the basic "wrangl-
ing" of the issue will be in 
determining whether or not im-
plem enta tion of Dolan and 
Hagie 's plan would be a consti-
tutional violation . 
A more concrete figure pro-
posal will be worked out by 
Hagie, Dolan , A.S. President Ron 
Weigelt , and A.S. Vice President 
Fred McDowell sometime this 
week . 
LUNCHEON MENU 
Thursday, Feb. 15: 
Friday, Feb. 16: 
Saturday, Feb. 17: 
Sunday, Feb. 18: 
Monday, Feb. 19: 
Tuessday, Feb. 20: 
Tomato Soup, Liverwurst on Rye 
w/Corn Chips, Beef Stew, Fruit 
Salad Bowl 
Clam Chowder, Tacos, Ravioli, 
Salami Salad Bowl 
Brunch 
Brunch 
Brunch, Holiday Special 
Scotch Broth, Sloppy Joes, Sal-
mon Loaf w/Cream Sauce, Ham 
Salad Bowl 
Wednesday, Feb. 21: Cream of Chicken Soup, Ham-
burgers, Macaroni & Cheese, 
Taco Salad 
Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for 
10 lunches for $13.50 or $2.96 per day. 
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Thawing out Adam Nam4row photo 
Mr. Groundhog's shadow may have promised six more weeks or winter but spring gave a breath or hope in 
the Cheney area this week. Higher temperatures and chinook winds have melted much of the snow on 
campus. But flooding from the run-off has threatened · to become another problem for wirter-weary 
residents. 
Board handles discriminatJion 
Sexual discrimination and har-
assment, although not a large 
problem at Eastern, is one that 
some people can find difficult to 
handle. They don't know where to 
go or what to do about it, 
according to Dr . Joan Niemann, 
assistant professor of applied 
psychology. 
It was this problem that caused 
Ken Dolan, affirmative action 
happens, but they 're not willing 
to go out on a limb." 
A case is first haQdled as clc,se 
to its position as po15sible by the 
department chairm~n or super-
visor, Niemann exp~ained . 
''FRESH FROM OUR ROASTER TO YOU., 
officer and assistant to the presi-
dent, to create the Title IX 
Advisory Committee. 
"If it comes to a liearing, then 
the case goes to the Title IX 
hearing officer, William Kidd," 
she added. 
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Meic ico 
Gtia1emala 
Costa Rica ..... 
South America 
Colombia . . . . . . • . • 
Decaffeinated Colombian 
Asia and Africa 
Arabian Mocha .. . 
Eth iopian Harrar .. . . . 
Kenya ......... . 
Pacific Region 
. 4.45 
. 4.55 
• 4.45 
4.65 
4 95 
595 
. .. 5.55 
. . 4.95 
Celebes . . . . . . . . . . . , 4.95 
Java . . . . . 4.9 5 
4 Seasons Blends 
Bloomsdav Blend . . . . . 3.95 
Morn ing Spur . . . , .• . • , . . . 4 55 
Du1ch Trader . . • .•.. , •. , • . , 5.35 
Scand ia Blend . . • • . . • • . . . . • . , . '4 c: 5 
African Siesta ..........•.. ,., ..... 4.75 
Mocha - Java . . . . . . . • . • , . 5 35 
Dark Roasts 
Viennese Blend . , .••• , . . . . 4.55 
French Roast . . . . . • ... 4.55 
I tahan Aoas1 . . . . . , • . . . . . . . . .. 4.55 
Dark Roast Deca lfe1na1ed , . , , . . , 4.95 
~ 
Ftoll/Winter 1978 
MAIL ORDER PRICE UST 
Assam .. 
Ceylou Cr ange Pekoe . 
Ch,na P1ngsuev . . . 
China Yunnan . 
Traditional Blends 
English BreakfaSI 
lnsh 8reak fas1 .. 
Sco111st1 Br eakfast 
• , I 52 
1 52 
1 52 
Russum Caravan , , , , . • . . , . 1 12 
Canadian Blend , • 1 48 
Earl Grev. . , 1 40 
Green and Semi- Fermented Teas 
China Gunpowder . . , . 1.44 
Young H~son . . . . . . 1 52 
Formosa Oolong . . , • • 1 56 
Japan Pan Fued Green . . • • . . 1.20 
Scented Teas 
Lychee Black . . , .. .. . .. • • ... 1.12 
Lapsang Souchong . , . 1.44 
Chma Jasmine . . . . . , , , .. , . . 1, 12 
Fruit Flavored Teas 
Wild Cherry .... , . 1.60 
S1raw1>errv . . , 1.48 
Black Currant . , .... , • . • . 1.45 
Elderberry ,,. .. . .. • • . • . . . • . . 1,65 
Vanilla, . ............... , . .. . 1.50 
Honey .. . . . .. . .. • . . . .. • . .. 1.55 
Walnul. , .... , . . . . , . •.•.•••• , ... 1 60 
Spiced Teas 
Pike Stree t Orange Spice ....•. , , . • • 1.36 
G,nger Sp ce Tea . ..... , .. , , ..... , 1,50 
Cinnamon ••.••.. , . . . . . . • . • . . . . , 1. 18 
Lemon and Spice. , . , ..• .. . , . ....... 1.55 
Herb Teas 
Camomile . • . . , , • , • 1.48 
Rose Hips . . , . . . , . . . . • . . . . I 12 
Penpermin1 . . 1.24 
Spearmint , . , , • . •• , • . • 1.00 
Lemon Grass . . . , • , , . . . 1. 12 
Hibiscus... . . . 1.64 
Verba Mate . . . 72 
Herbal Blends 
Morning Thunder 1.80 
Red Z ,nger . 1.60 
MD 's 24. . . . 2.28 
Sleepvume . . . . 2 32 
Roast.iroma Mocha Sp,ce 1 12 
Lemon Mis t . 1.80 
W1nterberry 1.92 
Mat1e Orange S1llce 1 52 
6 Herb . , . . , . . .. . 1.28 
IMPORTED CANDY 
Mocha Beans .. , 
Gummy Beau . 
A um Cordials 
Fancy Raspbernet: 
Swedish Fr,h ,. 
Peppermint Len tils . 
FILTER PAPERS 
1 40 
1 20 
1 40 
1.20 
I 20 
1. 20 
Melitta Type f ,1 11 0 11, o1 0 f,1 , ,i. 111t 100 
No 6 , • 1 42 3 63 
No. 4 , , 13 1 3 4 2 
102 .,, 1 16 . 3 26 
101 1.05. 3. 15 
Cone Type (Chemex, etc.) 
Rnr.kl ine Regular Sl,e . 100 . 2 79 
Rockline Regular Size , , .. 50 1 68 
Cherne• Brand. Folde<J ..... 100 •..• 3.84 
Cheme• Brand. Folded . , . 50. . . . 2.08 
Enacted in 1972, Title IX of the 
education amendment prohibits 
sex discrimination in federally 
assisted education programs. 
Consisting of Patti Case, di-
rector of the student center for 
academic assistance, Patricia 
Hahn, chairman of speech patho-
logy and audiology and Niemann, 
the .:ommittee's job is to hear and 
review complaints relative to sex 
discrimination, Niemann said. 
"We put ourselves in support of 
women or men who have this 
problem," Niemann said, "and 
who feel they've been discrimina-
ted against on basis of sex." 
Discrimination can include 
such areas as grades, acceptance 
into gradua'te school, hiring prac-
tices, physical education or allo-
cation of funds . The committee 
also handles matters dealing'With 
sexual harassment. 
"People don't talk about it," 
Niemann said. "They feel it 
The women of th~ committee 
will assist in any way possible. 
They will even ac~ompany the 
person to the hearinf process. 
"We will give i any way 
needed," Niemann s id. "We will 
hear the person oµt and give 
them assistance. 
"Hearings could be embarras-
sing," she contin~ed. "Some 
women find it difficWt to go to a 
man about a harassment prob-
lem. It was Dolanls policy to 
establish a committee for ad-
vising." l 
Harassment of fatuity is- alsp 
a reality, but members are ex-
pected to be able to lhandle such 
situations, Niemann !said. 
"The committee ~ working to 
improve communicf tions within 
the institution," she said. "Many 
people this happens ~o don't know 
where to go or what fO do. It isn't 
always easy to han~e." 
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Iran. •• students' vieWs of home 
from p.1 
Easterner, he said he hadn't 
heard from his family in three 
months. That meant not only that 
their welfare was a mystery, but 
also that Hossein's means of 
support was rapidly dwindling. 
He hadn't paid for room and 
board for fall or winter quarter, 
nor this quarter's tuition. And he 
had only about $100 left. 
Other Iranian students here 
were facing similar difficulties, 
he said, and many were sharing 
their resources to get by. 
"Some have more, some less. 
We borrow texts when we can and 
sometimes do without." 
Americans ignorant 
Hossein called the shah an 
American puppet, whose Prime 
Minister Bakhtiar was not much 
better. 
"It's not a matter of who's in 
charge, it's who has influence." 
Bakhtiar is a puppet's puppet, he 
said, while the Iranians want 
independence. They want to be 
free of foreign influence, par-
ticularly from the United States. 
Hossein said he is not angry at 
Americans, although "they have 
been using us for a long time." 
Glen Elkins 
CEL difector 
found dead 
Glen Elkins, 43, program man-
ager for Eastern 's Center for 
Experiential Learning, was 
found dead in the garage of his 
home Monday evening, Spokane 
police said. 
An apparently self-inflicte gun-
shot wound to the he~d was 
thought to be the cause of death. 
A .38-caliber pistol was found 
near the body. 
Elkins came to EWU in 1974 as 
program manager for the CEL. 
He was educated in New York, 
where he graduated from Syra-
cuse University with a bachelor's 
degree and later from the Univer-
sity of Colorado in Boulder with a 
master's degree. 
Elkins is survivied by his wife 
and children at the home. 
" I don 't hate the Americans, 
but I blame them because they 
don't know what 's going on," he 
said . "We have been used as a 
military base . . . our agriculture 
has been destroyed, and we have 
been industrialized. 
· ·westernization is not modern-
ization. They put Charlie 's 
Angels on TV and build big 
buildings and call us modern-
ized," he said . . "And as long as 
the Americans have what they 
need , they 're not concerned." 
"As soon as we get an educa-
tion, we can start to understand 
what is going on." Although Hos-
sein is receiving technical train-
ing at Eastern, he said he might 
not be able to use that knowledge 
immediately in Iran . " If I'm 
going to be more needed on the 
farms , I'll work there." 
Student skeptical 
Kourash Habibpour, a gradu-
ate student studying economics, 
spends two hours a day in the 
library reading newspapers and 
are not yet able to think inde-
pendently enough to elect a ruler , 
and because so many interest 
groups can agree only on Khou-
meini as a suitable leader the 
people are allowing one unelected 
ruler replace another. 
"The people are tired of sup-
pression, but still they don't think 
independently, Kourash said. 
• 'They think the holy leader is 
best." 
But the graduate student spec-
ulated it will only be a matter of 
time before the people again 
grow dissatisfied and another 
revolution will rise. 
Different groups--devout be-
lievers in Islam, anti-shah poli-
ticians, communists and others--
united behind Khomeini for a 
common goal, to depose the shah, 
Kourash said . 
In return for their support , 
KJ1omeini must yield some power 
to the groups, who have very 
different goals now that the shah 
is out. 
ul don't hate the Americans, but I 
blame them ... " 
magazine articles about the is-
sues in Iran. 
Unlike many Iranians, Kour-
ash is skeptical of the new 
government taking power at 
home. 
' 'We are changing the pictures 
and names, but tha t's all, " he 
sa id . 
" Both governments (the shah 's 
and Khomeini 's) are illegal be-
cause there was no election to 
vote for them ," he said . 
For . 25 centuries · the Irania n 
people have had no say in the 
choosing of the country 's leader. 
" And somebody has always told 
the people what to do," Kourash 
said . 
Both because many Iranians 
-Hossein Nikdel 
" If he gives them more politi-
cal freedom, different parties 
will form ," Kourash predicted. 
Such organization will mean bet-
. ter protection for the people than 
an unorganized mass of Irani-
ans , as is now the case. 
If that unorganized mass can 
over throw a government , organ-
ized parties will wield even more 
power and could more handily 
ous t a government--the holy 
leader 's government , Kourash 
sa id . 
So even though Khomeini has 
promised free elections, Kourash 
said he is skeptical of that convic-
tion . 
" He has not defined clearly lo 
us what he wants to do . What does 
Pregnancy film slated 
The film, "Guess Who's Preg-
nant, " will be shown at the 
Women 's Center, 114 Monroe 
Hall, at noon and 7:30 p.m . on 
Tuesday , Feb. 20. 
Centering on the topic of preg-
nancy among unmarried teenage 
girls , the film combines the dis-
cussions of sex-educaction ex-
perts and other professionals 
with two case studies. It also 
explores possible corrective 
measures, which are largely pre-
ventive, ·and their probably suc-
cess . 
Parking board to form 
Eastern 's Business Affairs 
Council is establishing a univer-
sity parking and traffic com-
mission to advise campus safety 
on matters of policy, said Ray 
Soltero, BAC chairman. 
"The advising would pertain to 
the management and operation of 
parking facilities and traffic con-
trol," he said. 
Soltero said membership of the 
commission would consist of one 
representative each from fac-
ulty , student body, administra-
tion and classified staff of EWU, 
and a representative from the 
City of Cheney. 
Anyone interested in serving on 
the commission, Soltero said, 
should contact him at the depart-
ment of biology, at 359-2532 or 
359-2498 before Feb. 28. 
' 
$50 TO WHOEVER COMES UP 
WITH NEW YEARBOOK NAME 
I 
I 
I 
The yearbook for the next year needs a name. The last name was the 
KINNIKINICK. A KINNIKINICK was a plant which was smoked by Indians 
of the area. Eastern is no longer represented by the Savages, so this 
name is no longer appropriate. 
The Contest will be judged by a seven-member Board whose members 
are impartial to students. Please sub,:nit name to third floor PUB before 
the 23rd of February. 
THE WINNER WILL BE AWARDED $60.00. 
he mean by the Islamic Republic 
of Iran?" 
" Khomeini thinks most about 
Islam, not Iran," Kourash said. 
While a free election would be 
for the Iranian people and the 
benefit of the co1mtry , it could 
also mean a lessening of "blind 
faith " in Islam by a people who 
be wrong, as the shah was ." The 
shah used political means to 
suppress the people, and Kourash 
said Khomeini will use religion 
for s imilar purposes. 
" Islam was brought to us by 
the Prophet Muhammed and 
nothing else . There is nobody else 
after him that tells us what to do 
"We are changing the pictures 
and names, but that's all" 
-Kourash Habibpour 
would begin to think for them-
selves, he added . 
"Why after 25 centuries have 
we decided a monarchy is not 
good? Because we are being 
exposed to the new education, the 
modern life . . . a new civiliza-
tion ." 
The Iranians, once they taste 
the relative political freedom 
Khomeini promises to give them , 
will hunger for more, Kourash 
said . 
" Right now many Iranians 
can 't say Khomeini is wrong 
because he is in a holy place. But 
in my point of view, any man can 
except us . We have our minds, 
our holy book , and that is fine for 
making decisions. Khomeini is 
trying to show Islam to us, but 
since he 's a person , he might 
make a lot of mistakes," Kourash 
said . 
What the graduate student said 
he would like to see is for the 
Iranian people lo be able to 
choose for themselves, and make 
their own mistakes. 
" If we make a mistake, then it 
will be our own," he said, adding 
with a smile , " like your people 
did when they elected Nixon to a 
second term .' · 
~~~~~~~e~~e~~~, 
;•~~ Michael's Salon ll ~ Sandi - Haircutting Specialist ~ 
a E_vening Hours until 9 Tues - Thurs f A Monday Afternoons B 
~ Experienced in Men's & Women's Current Styles ~ 
~ ONLY $7 - Shampoo, Cut, Dry ~ 
'j CALL 235-8295 ~ 
a ON COLLEGE AVE. - ACROSS FROM TELEPHONE OFFICE n 
~~~~C;:)~~C;:)~~C;:)~~C;:)~~ 
Coupons just for you and good only in 
CHENEY at 723 First. 
' 1979 Omn, Foods Inc 
COUPON VALUE 1/20 CENT 
reg. 85¢ each 
Meat 29 
Burritos 
Seasoned ground beef and cheddar cheese rolled 
in a crisp, deep fried flour tortilla. 
Offer good during Feb. '79. Cheney Store Only. 
COUPON VALUE 1/20 CENT 
reg. 1.09 each 
Combination 69 
Burritos 
Seasoned ground beef, refried pinto 
beans, cheddar cheese with sour cream 
rolled in a big, soft tortilla. 
Offer good during Feb. '79. Cheney Store Only. 
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To thy Gracious and Most All Knowing 
Shephard of the Gnus 
and keeper of the Worthy Gus Prints : 
your Servant requests understanding . 
In this time when the Snow Person 
numbs our reason 
icy', a s trange Occurrence befalls our Land . 
It is a mystery, deep 
with little meaning, I fear . That the 
Little Prince of the Middle Kingdom 
should journey to our Land and, 
of wonders, speak through the mouths of 
Others! Having taken the humble duty , 
Thy Grace, of marking the Path of 
the Little Prince as he travels , this 
now I sha ll relate, the better 
that an a nswer may be revealed . 
He did , preceeding all other travels , 
visi t the Keeper of the Eagle, 
th~ ';reat Jhymie, who truly fears the 
Throne and is plagued of course 
Greatly, in the Crescent of Cris is . 
An Omen ! 
The Little Prince did ta lk of many things 
before the Great Jhymie . Even the 
Gran Worthies of the Gnus, 
Lord Reynolds , Lord David, and Lord 
Walter paid homage. The Little Prince, 
who is also the Keeper of the Dragon , 
did speak through the mouths of others! 
Tis true ! Was it not s tra nge that the 
Little Prince should come to the 
Eagle's nest only to gesture obscenely 
at the Bear, his hedge-ene:ny 
beyond the long wall? 
Did the Bea r not become angry at the 
Eagle as well as a t the Dragon? 
But the Little Prince then protested 
of vea l. Too much ! said he 
and the Little Prince took 
leave of Jhymie and travelled 
into the Zone of Grits and the Kingdom 
of Carter where the monster 
Billy doth reign . The Keeper of the 
Dragon visited there a Pinto Shrine, 
worshipped at the elbow 
grease of the Second Henry of Ford and 
paid slight homage to our fallen King . 
Most strang~, the Little Prince journeyed 
into the Land of the Connally! How brave 
he doth confront the feared holders of 
the Bible Belt and those others who hide 
their nothingness beneath the sheet! There 
in the Celestial city of Hughes Towne 
the Dragon Keeper met the humble 
Keepers of the Cow, who bestowed upon 
the Little Prince the jangling star 
shoes and even the magic White Crown 
of the Good Person! All reason fails! 
But the Little Prince was not yet 
finished, for under the cover 
of Weekend, as the Gnus slept, he took 
flight into the west 
and took refuge 
where the big birds nest 
with the Strong Scooped Hawk in the 
Eye Full Tower. There, 
the men of our own village ran 
to meet him and to promise him 
their harvests. And as a Sorcerer 
he gave them visions of the Open Door 
of Legend, and of the mythical ex-rated 
Bottomless Market. Seed was spilled 
then mightily as oil ran with the grain 
and the Little Prince sniffled of the 
nose, running from the Land of Coke, 
and he laughed 
all the way home. It is stange to think . 
This humble Servant of the Gods and 
student of the Gnus finds his fate behind 
your Great Columns. Why 
does the Little Prince journey so? 
There is no answer in the Hall of the 
Politics . No neither in the Hall of the 
Economics. There, faculties are devoted to 
contemplation in loftier matters 
(intuition, I fear ). 
I pray that you, 0 Most Gracious and 
surely Most High, will give us an 
Answer to this Riddle! And too 
I pray that my lines be not writ too 
wide, lest they be judged 
similarly . 
Munroe is a senior at Eastern, majoring in 
international affairs. 
Letters and chanting--albeit freez-
ing--students she merely smil-
ed and waved and sped her 
way on to the waiting plane. Thanks from chief 
The Cheney Fire Depart-
ment wishes to extend its 
gratitude to the students of 
Eastern Washington University 
that aided the department 
during the recent Gorden 
Manor Apartment Fire. 
Quickly evacuating the 
building, and standing back 
during the intiol fire fighting 
helped more than anyone will 
know. 
The students are highly 
commendable for their order-
ly and unpanicked way of 
dealing with the fire. 
Thank you. 
Anthony J. Singleton 
Fire Chief 
AFT supports 
To the students of Eastern 
Washington University: 
Local 1823 of the American 
Federation of Teachers not 
only supports your position of 
no increase in tuition but 
adopts the position of the 
Washington Federation of 
Teachers. 
This is : the Washington Fed-
eration of Teachers affirms 
that any graduate of a Wash-
ington secondary school 
should be able to attend a 
state institution of higher 
education free. 
If the local union can be of 
any assistance, pleace contact 
us. 
David M . Dougharty 
President, Local 1823 
Shame on you 
As concerned students, my 
friend and I went out to the 
airport Tuesday to protest the 
proposed tuition hike to de-
porting Dixy Lee Ray. 
We froze various parts of 
our anatomy in our attempt to 
show Dixy that although we 
were only 30 brave souls 
strong, we represented a stu-
dent body numbering 7200. 
But what does she do? As 
she passed the sign carrying 
We were disappointed that 
a greater show of strength was 
not mode by Eastern's stu-
dents. They don't seem to core 
about the increase and won't 
feel its effects until it's too 
late. 
In spite of that we ore going 
to get our point across and we 
won't toke the proposed in-
crease lying down. 
Elsie Kay 
Lone Daniels 
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So you .-,ant to··be ~ a ... • 
Sociology 
By Carol Wetzel 
In an effort to increase flexi -
bility and thus benefit students, 
Eastern's sociology department 
is planning to reduce the require-
ments for a major from 55 credits 
to 45, said professor Robert 
Throckmorton, former depart-
ment director and spokesman for 
chairman Doug B. Gwynn. 
At the same time, course re-
quirements in theory' research 
and methods were increased 
when the department program 
was upgraded a few years ago. 
"As a result, some majors were 
lost but those completing the 
program had no trouble getting 
into the graduate programs of 
their choice,'' Throckmorton 
said . Graduate students (for 
which there is no program here) 
have gone on to Kent State Uni-
versity, University of Chicago, 
University of Toronto, and the 
London School of Economics, 
among others . 
Your turn 
Sally Shermerhorn, home econ-
omics, education, 21, senior, 
Cheney- "Probably not. People 
who need a place to go will 
probably always join them." 
Marki Hocking, English, 27, jun-
ior, Spokane-"lt seems because 
science has made everything so 
definite, people have been turn-
ing to myths. I think they should 
examine why they're joining. Is it 
a weakness in self, or a need to 
belong to a family, or what?" 
Dave Chandler, public admini-
stration, 26, graduate student, 
Spokane-"Yes, there has been a 
definite affect for the time being. 
It's made people think twice --
those in the cult will examine 
their personal situation, and 
those who are approached for 
membership will question the 
validity of the organization." 
Do you believe the People's 
Temple mass suicides in Guyana 
last November has had a lasting 
effect on the influence of religious 
cults? [See story page I] 
-
Ginelle Mercer, special ed, 22, 
senior, Cheney-"Probably not on 
cults, but I feel it will have an 
effect on organized, main line 
religions. The government is 
tense, and possibly will want to 
control religions and religious 
schools. They've already begun 
setting criteria for the funding of 
private religious schools. Also, 
the possibility of government 
control of all kinds of religious 
organizations is a breach of our 
constitutional rights." 
Steve Jones, drama, 21, senior, 
Cheney-"Yes, very much so. The 
incident made people more a-
ware of what cults are and what 
they're doing . It's too bad that a 
tragedy like this has to happen 
before people become aware of 
them . I'm not saying they're all 
bad, but people should take a 
deep look at organizations before 
joining them." 
The Booby Hateh 
IAJ}(£ R£ AR£ I>.)£. Hf AD£ D 
NDW SHYSTER OLD /rtAN. 
--------------. 
"However, regardless of the 
social science discipline chosen, 
students frequently encounter 
difficulties getting work with only 
a B.A.," he said. 
To increase student market-
ability, the department is intro-
ducing a thematic approach to its 
curriculum. Three areas of study 
have been developed under the 
new scheme: Health and Society, 
Community Studies, and Crime, 
Delinquency and Corrections. 
"Each theme discloses the role 
sociologists have played in these 
career areas, the occupational 
Ken Norris, special ed., 37--"Yes, 
it did. I think it tended to slow 
people down and make them 
think ." 
Roman Petkevicius, marketing, 
junior, 20, Cheney-"No, I don't 
think it has. Religion is very 
personal and people tend to have 
strong ideas, and will always do 
what they believe is right. Also, 
people are easily influenced in 
religion." 
Julie Prafke, business ed.. 36, 
junior, Coeur d'Alene--"It pro-
bably will have a lasting effect. 
Students in particular will be 
more careful to check things out 
before joining religious organiza-
tions ." 
AH V£S,-SNAk£ BITE.J?ED~ 
STRAIGHT GIN.'...! • ...__ 4---_ 
.., PRECISELY! 
.r 
opportunities available and the 
particular electives in sociology 
that will best prepare the student 
for the occupational areas he 
choosed as well as a list of 
supporting courses that will fur-
ther enhance his or her market-
ability," Throckmorton said . 
By reducing the overall credit 
requirement for a major, more 
room is left for supportive cour-
ses and a broader educational 
background created from the 
students' other interests . 
JIJ~61J~,ru~ 
"The vast majority of our B.A. 
students end up in the business 
world because that's where the 
opportunities are," Throck-
morton said . 
But sociology is a discipline 
that studies the family, com-
munity, politics and economy as 
well as formal organizations, like 
business. 
That means jobs for both B.A. 
and graduate students can be 
found in a number of areas. 
Take, for example, in deviance 
and social control. A brochure 
elaborates : 
"Sociology provides a particu-
larly good basis for the study of 
(criminology, delinquency, and 
corrections . . . health problems 
like alcoholism, drug depend-
ency, and emotional illness) 
since each issue involves cultural 
values and beliefs, in addition to 
social relations." 
That 's just one example. So-
ciology can be useful for students 
interested in everything from 
journalism to law, Throckmorton 
said. 
Research Stressed 
Thanks to Professor Bilal 
Hashmi , the sociology depart-
ment is endowed with an un-
usually large amount of know-
ledge of third world countries . 
Hashmi uses his experiences in 
directing Eastern's Center for 
Sociological Research . 
Research involves issues such 
as aging and policies dealing with 
it, industrialization-its social and 
economic consequences , and 
other issues at all levels of gov-
ernment and related to the less 
developed countries . 
"I am teaching a course in 
social development this quarter 
and I'd say 60 to 70 percent of the 
students are foreign students," 
Hashmi said, adding that many 
are from third world countires. 
The foreign students learn var-
ious strategies of social develop-
ment to take back home," he 
said . 
TODAY'S CIGSSIGID ,uzzLI 
ACROSS 
1 Where Cal -
gary is : 
Abbr . 
5 Sires : Infor-
mal 
10 - Ruth 
14 Slip 
15 Oust 
16 Declare 
17 " - -
Beautiful " 
19 Not any 
20 Frowns at 
21 Missions 
23 U.K. natives 
25 Poetic con-
traction 
26 Tooth de-
posit 
29 Its capital is 
Hobart 
34 Down-under 
birds 
35 Furn iture 
styl e 
37 French r iver 
38 Bow 
39 Nutr iment 
41 Cram 
42 Drift 
44 Church area 
45 Allot 
46 Bestrid e 
48 Angry looks 
50 Saul 's 
grandfather 
51 Draw off 
53 Aquati c ro-
dent 
57 Unconfined : 
2 words 
61 Opposed 
62 Formal at-
tire : Slang : 2 
words 
64 Ending for 
man or ten 
65 Arab ch ief-
tain 
66 Winnow 
67 Male deer 
68 Kern els 
69 Pok er sta ke 
DOWN 
1 Armadillo 
2 Fruit 
3 Letters 
4 Stops 
5 Of th e ches t 
6 Sa ilor 's 
shout 
7 Depress ion 
8 Pa in 
9 Metri c un its 
10 Crazy: Slan g 
t 1 Engl ish river 
12 Attachment 
UNITED Feature Syndic.ate 
Laat w-k'a ouzzle 
13 Female an i-
mals 
18 Early South 
Am erican 
22 Send a 
check 
24 Impressed 
26 Big tops 
27 Lifeless : Ar-
chaic 
28 Less ci vi l 
30 So uls: Fr . 
31 Later 
32 Angry 
33 Mosqu ito 
genu s 
36 Tune in 
39 Snake 
40 No-men 
43 Ch inese po rt 
45 Dempse y 's 
birthp lace 
47 Plays 
49 Flower 
52 Ran sacked 
53 Major ity 
54 Piece 
55 Port ico 
56 Volume 
58 Ravage 
59 Gratu ity 
60 Diminut ive 
suff ix 
63 Formerl y 
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C idates 
Karen Cossey 
Don Dover 
Kathy Svinth 
Arne Stevens 
Mark Lisi 
Gary Mueller 
Barbara Zane 
Curt Jantz 
Mark Lisi 
Position 8 
As o student at EWU, I seek 
election to position 8 of the 
Associated Student Legislature in 
order to P.xpond my perception of 
what the AS. Leg. has done for 
the student body, and to a greater 
degree, to discover what the AS. 
Leg. has not done for the student 
body--ond why. 
I believe that the communica-
tion between the student govern-
ment and its constituency con be 
mode more effective than it has 
been to dote. Students must enjoy 
a more active role in their 
legislative process if the A.S. Leg. 
is to achieve its potential as a true 
reflection of the student com-
munity. 
Therefore, my platform, my 
energies, will be applied toward 
seeking realistic and efficient 
methods of input and feedback 
between the AS. Leg. , and the 
students of EWU. 
Curt Jantz 
Position 10 
Student government at Eastern 
Washington University has a 
great deal of potential. I feel 
legislators should coordinate their 
efforts to advance st.udent gov-
ernment by: 
--further distributing Service 
and Activities fees on a more 
representative basis. This could 
be done by assisting groups and 
individuals that currently feel the 
monies collected are not properly 
or fairly allocot~d. Groups should 
be made aware of legislative 
procedures that involve budget 
allocations. 
--mending the many severed 
ties that exist between student 
government and the many areas 
of the university, from the faculty 
and administration to the rest of 
the students themselves. 
I feel I am qualified to help 
move the Assoc iated Students 
toward developing such goals. 
Don Zimmerman 
Position 10 
The students of EWU hear very 
l i ttle about what their student 
government is doing. Although 
the meetings of the government 
are open to the students, little is 
said or heard about what hos 
occurred at these meetings. The 
student government controls a 
large sum of money. Where does 
this money go? What was it spent 
on? Why was it spent? Who 
decided how it should be spent? 
These ore questions that the 
students hove a right to be 
informed on. 
If I was in office, my major 
concern would be to supply o 
source of information which 
would answer and inform the 
students about the activities of the 
student government. If there was 
an open communicaton ·between 
the student governntent and the 
students, the needs of the stu-
dents would be represented more 
fairly. 
Don Zimmerman 
Arne Stevens 
Position 7 
During the late 60s and early in 
this decade, a new order was 
established on college campuses 
across the nation. Among the 
changes which occurred duri'ng 
those years was recognition of 
the students' right to have some 
control over their academic en-
vironment. Over the lost several 
years there has been a serious 
erosion of these basic student 
rights at Eastern Washington Uni-
verstiy. 
We ore losing ground to the 
Great Leviathan which resides in 
Showalter Hall. Our voice is 
dwindling in virtually every area 
of academics and administration. 
It has been argued that thi:; 
retrenchment is a natural re-
sponse of the "excesses" of the 
sixties. It hos also been argued 
that students are o·nly around for 
four years and therefore should 
hove only very limited control 
over their lot on campus. No 
matter what the excuse is for 
denying us our rights we must not 
let them slip away. 
There ore three major areas in 
which we must work. 
1) There is strength in numbers. 
We must involve more people in 
campus 6ctivities, particularly 
those who commute or toke 
classes in Spokane. 
2) We must wrest those controls 
over academics which ore legally 
ours from the administration. We 
really hove a problem where 
Service and Activity (S&A) fees 
ore concerned. Major alterations 
to the student budget ore orbi-
trori ly made every year by the 
Board of Trustees. 
3) Most important of all, there 
must be continuity in government 
to insure student involvement and 
rights. We must develop on 
organization and on information 
system which will allow us to 
shadow the system in Showalter 
hall . 
I have been working from 
outside of student government to 
accomplish these changes. Now, 
.w ith your help, this approach will 
be manifested in the AS. Govern-
ment. 
Karen Cossey 
Position 6 
I decided to run for office 
because I feel I om qualified. I 
enjoy working with others and 
being involved in school activi -
ties. The people we have in office 
are qualified, but there should be 
more efficient communications. I 
feel if I am elected to office I can 
help them increase the interac-
tion among themselves and be- · 
tween elected officials and the 
student body. 
Gary Mueller 
Postiion 8 
My main reason in seeking a 
position this winter is to convince 
the student bocl·., into attending 
the AS. meetings. I attended the 
February 12 meeting and there 
might have been eight students 
present. The student body should 
take more of an interest in the 
legislature and EWU itself. 
I would also like to fight the ' 
tuition increase that our most 
beloved governor hos suggested. 
The tuition increase could very 
well keep many people from 
attending EWU or any other state 
college in Washington next year. 
I'm a freshman this year and I 
feel the need to get involved in 
Eastern's political system, and the 
student around. 
Forum 
Kathy Svinth 
Position 7 
My name is Kathy Svinth, and I 
am running for leg. position 7. I 
decided to run for election be-
cause I believe in the potential of 
the Student Body at EWU. As with 
almost everything, it can be as 
good as we make it. It is my 
desire to hove more student 
representation. It is a person's 
priviledge to decide how active 
they want to be, if at all, in any 
organization. I want to represent 
those students who would like to 
see Eastern be the best it can be 
and to give those less interested 
the chance to be aware of what is 
going on and to let them know 
that I care about what they think. 
Change won't happen over-
night and it is long in coming, but 
it is needed and I wont to be a 
part of it. I want to honestly and 
openly represent the voice of 
Eastern. I would like to see the 
student government strengther:ied 
and be mode more accessible to 
the student. 
Some issues that I · om con-
cerned w ith are: Dorm Life, Prison 
or Pleasure; budgets; parking ci -
tations; and the freedom to 
express yourself as a responsible 
individual without having to be 
afraid of condemnation. 
"There is substantial evidence 
that participation in public affairs 
is regarded with indifference by 
vast numbers of members. The 
average citizen seems to find the 
exercise of political rights bur-
densome, boring, and often lack-
ing in significance . . . By re-
ducing citizensh ip to o cheap 
commodity, democracy has 
seemingly contributed to the dilu-
tion of politics." Woolden. 
Donald Dover 
Position 6 
To The Students Of Eastern : 
As a first year student of Eastern 
Wash ington University I was ap-
palled to discover the intense 
bureaucracy of the student gov-
ernment. I was also surprised to 
find that so few students are 
involved in student activities. 
However, when the student IP.gis-
lature represents small special 
int~rest groups rather than the 
student population as a whole, 
it's no wonder that students are 
not involved. 
I believe that student govern-
ment should represent the entire 
student population, not yield to 
the wants of a small pressure 
group. If you agree with my 
philosophy then get involved the 
best way you con, vote in the 
up-coming student government 
election. 
Barbara Zone 
Position 9 · 
Obviously student apathy is 
running rampant. After watching 
student polititians try over and 
over again to overcome this 
situation, it is my position that 
student apathy is here to stay. 
Therefore, I feel I would make a 
good legislator because I believe 
I am a fair person who is well 
informed about student issues 
and am capable of making good 
decisions. Therefore, if you don't 
care--but feel that someone 
shou/d--please vote for mel 
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Cheating: Should its prevention be up to teachers or students? 
By Kitty Macinnis 
Part one of a two-article series 
on cheating at the college level, 
and specifically at EWU, ap-
peared in last week's Easterner. 
The story brleny looked back to 
the cheating scandal at West 
Point Military Academy of two 
years ago, the incident which 
sparked a number of articles on 
cheating at colleges nationwide. 
Methods of cheating are wide and 
varied and are practiced every-
where. What is the situation at 
Eastern like, two years later? 
"I think it's better when the 
prof tries to control test condi-
tions," one student said. 
"When a classroom is jammed 
and the teacher-student ratio is 
low, that's just an invitation to 
look at someone else's paper and 
copy it," said an economic pro-
fessor. 
On the other hand, one English 
teacher condones her·leaving the 
classroom during a test. "It 
depends on what kind of test is 
given. With essay-type answers, 
it's pretty hard to look at some 
one else's paper and copy down 
everything, ' ' she said. 
Another English teacher agre-
ed with the first that composition 
assignments at the general edu-
cation class levels· had to be 
watched carefully though. 
"Depending on the situation, a 
Computer 
tests age 
Do you feel worn ou\r or older 
than you are? A computer analy-
sis scheduled today in the· PUB, 
sponsored by the Students for 
Total Health, may discover your 
physiological age, as opposed to 
your actual age. 
"Because of the tremendous 
interest in the program we spon-
sored last week, we're offering it 
again today between ·g a.m. and 4 
p.m.," said Mike Brownfield, 
Students for Total Health spokes-
man. 
Brownfield said a computer 
has been programmed to recog-
nize practices that are connected 
with longevity. Such health hab-
its include water, diet, sunshine, 
exercise and adequate rest. 
The analysis is done through a 
simple questionnaire about per-
sonal health habits, and blood 
pressure, height and weight 
measurements, he said. 
"The appraisal gives an indi-
cation o! how life style affects the 
length and quality of life and how 
changing lifestyles can give a 
person a longer life,' ' said Brown-
field . "A person can possibly 
lenghten his life span by 11 
years." 
Brownfield said recent studies 
have shown simple health habits 
such as getting adequte rest, 
eating a substantial breakfast 
and abstaining from smoking can 
increase life expectancy. 
The health appraisal, which is 
being offered as a free service by 
the Students for Total Health, is 
part of a plan to promote better 
health among students and f ac-
uity at Eastern. 
"We're not going to leave it at 
that," Brownfield said. "After 
the last appraisal, we set up a 
smoking clinic. We also plan to 
set up cooking classes for people 
who want to improve their eating 
habits and the first week of 
spring quarter is scheduled as a 
Week of Health." 
The free analysis is in Room 
232 of the PUB. 
fessor . "It's just common cour-
tesy," he added. 
"It has a lot to do with the 
hardness of a class," another 
student said. "Some people might 
feel compelled to cheat just to 
keep up with the prof's de-
mands." 
Several students said they 
weren't aware of cheating being 
done, since they hadn't seen it 
taking place outright, especially 
during in-class testing. "I 
haven 't seen anyone looking at 
my papers lately," said one 
undergraduate. 
"My paper's usually kept cov-
ered sort of automatically--! 
don't even think about people 
looking on purpose," another 
said. 
"In my (music) major, it's 
almost impossible to cheat, be-
cause of the nature of the sub-
ject," remarked a co-ed. "You 
either practice and have the 
theory backing you up or you 
don't." 
The education teacher said he 
trusts his students implicitly . 
"The attitude of a teacher-to-be 
leans 'towards eliminating all 
thoughts of cheating," he said. 
"And frankly, I like to think my 
< upper level ed) students are 
.honest," he said. 
Will professors confront a stu-
dent they suspect of cheating? 
Almost every professor inter-
viewed admitted to turning their 
head more than once when they 
observed wandering eyes during 
a test. An English teacher sum-
med it up : "Even if I do notice it 
sometimes, making a big deal 
and embarrassing the student is 
not worth the hassle." 
Other professors may go only 
so far as to make eye contact with 
the student after he was observ-
ed. He may or may not receive an 
"F" on the test. . 
"Sometimes eye contact is 
enough," said a psychology pro-
fessor. "A cheater looks for the 
immediacy of a pay-off, and sets 
his values of significance in 
terms of those pay-offs," he 
explained. 
I Poliee Beat I 
Cheney Police Department 
Feb. 5, 1979, 8:42 a.m.-John 
Parker reports a dog at large on 
the roof of the tefephone com-
pany. 
10: 12 p.m.--Jeff Spears reports 
that he has a stray dog in his 
custody and requests police pick-
up. He then called back to inform 
the police that the dog escaped. 
Feb: 7, 1:28 p.m.--A Cheney wo-
man reports a green substance in 
the street, unknown source, and 
asked police to identify the sub-
stance. Police responded and 
substance was identified as shark 
repellant. Repellant appears to 
be working. 
Feb. 9, 11 :55 a.m.-Carey Peter-
son reported that a dog bit her. 
10: 10 p.m.--Police report con-
fiscated property (marijuana 
paraphernalia) including two 
water pipes from rear seat of a 
vehicle. 
Feb. 11, 8:29 p.m.--Mrs. Cliff 
Ferguson reports a bicycle-car 
accident at the Fireside Restau-
rant. Sam Kim, 14, received 
bruises and small puncture 
wounds. 
co111pon 
PETERSON'S TOWN & COUNTRY 
PHOTO PROCESSING 
Best prices on film and developing 
1114 2nd Cheney z:t&.1122 
I • 
"I think things in the seventies 
are a lot different than they were 
in the sixties," the education 
professor said. "Student rights 
have changed. It seemed that 
before, an accused cheater had 
little recourse against his ac-
cuser. It was the teacher's word 
against his. Now, though the 
accuser better have darned good 
evidence, because students can 
fight back and appeal their 
cases." 
\ 
The steps an accused cheater 
follows are these: if the accuser 
presses charges for suspension, 
the student will appear before the 
University Disciplinary Com-
mittee, made up of five faculty 
members and five students. 
From there, further action is 
decided upon. 
Ogdon deals with cases where-
in charges are not pressed. "I do 
attempt to meet with the student 
"Even if I do notice wandering eyes 
on a test sometimes, making a big 
deal and embarrassing the student 
isn't worth the hassle." 
-an English professor 
How bad is the cheating prob-
lem at Eastern? What happens to 
cheaters, and what action can the 
college take? 
To answer the first of those 
questions, not very . "Only a few 
cases reach my desk--the flag-
rant ones," said one administra-
tive official. 
Al Ogdon, assistant provost of 
student services since 1971, said 
there has been an average of one 
cheating case per year that his 
office has dealt with. 
"As I recall, two of eight 
plagiarism-related cases were 
pure and unadulterated," he 
said . " The rest were more 
complicated--involving forged 
grades, breaking and entering 
buildings, offices and file cab-
inets, or stealing grade books. 
"Of the eight, I think at least 
half--maybe more- were suspend-
ed . You have to realize that not 
many cases get this far," Ogdon 
said. 
and refer him for counseling, if it 
seems appropriate," he explain-
ed. "Cheating is usually handled 
at the classroom level, if it 's 
handled at all. Oddly enough, 
instances involving cheating will 
come before the committee fast-
er than an act of violence." 
"I'd guess it is because cheat-
ing is considered to be an act 
against the study body as a 
whole, cheaters being the ones 
coming out ahead as a result of 
their actions, if they 're not 
caught," Ogdon said. 
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allery Monte Carlo night set 
Players on fire again 
By Kathi Sharp 
Lately, we haven 't heard much from this group, known for their 
somewhat controversial album covers and brass-laden music ·but 
they 're back! And no one knows it better than the people who filled the 
El Patio last Thursday night to hear the Ohio Players. 
The ~ne-member f~k band was brought on stage by Wizard, a local 
band with a top 40/disco sound certainly not foreign to the Spokane 
area. 
Want to try your luck at the 
wheel of fortune? 
On Saturday, March 3, the first 
floor of the PUB will be trans-
formed into a posh Las Vegas 
casino. Eastern 's third' Monte 
Carlo Night will feature gamb-
ling in the art gallery, drinks in 
the Sandwich Hut and nightclub 
entertainment in the multi -
purpose room. 
"The evening is simply for the 
entertainment of the students," 
says Brad Bisson, SARB special 
activites director. 
" We want to get them out of the 
hum-drum brought on by the 
snow and slush ." 
For students over 21, spirits 
can be picked up in the form of 
beer and wine in the Sandwich 
Hut. Bisson said no one will be 
allowed out of the Hut with a 
drink . "There will be tight secur-
ity on this," he added. 
The nightclub atmosphere will 
be enhanced by waitresses circu-
lating soft drinks among the 
poker, black jack, 4-5-6 and cab-
eret tables. Gambling will con-
tinue until midnight, with a break 
at 9:30 p.m . for the feature 
entertainment. After the witch-
ing hour, "Taurus" will supply 
the music to dance to for .all 
night-club goers. 
How can the Associated Stu-
dents afford such an extrava-
ganza? According to Bisson, "It's 
self-refunding. The students get a 
great evening's entertainment at 
bargain prices and we even make 
money on it." Tickets are $3, or $5 
for couples . 
Bisson said all casino workers 
will be treated to a free pizza feed 
at the Savage House sometime 
after Monte Carlo night. Posi-
tions are still open for card 
dealers, change girls and wait-
resses. Bisson can be contacted 
at 359-2514 for more information . Booked for a one-night-only performance, The Players treated the 
crowd to such familiar tunes as "Fire, " "Who'd She Coo," and "Roller 
Coaster Love," as well as "Everybody Up," a cut from their new 
album, released yesterday . 
Perhaps the band members lack of polish at times was a reflection 
of their long absence from the concert circuit, due to the 
responsiblities of producing on their own record label. Any 
imperfections, however, were counter-balanced by the atmosphere 
and " good time" attitude felt by both band and audience. 
Pearce resident tells all 
The Players got their start back in 1968, and went through a series of 
changes before emerging as the slick-sounding group so familiar 
today . 
In an afternoon interview, Clarence "Saleh" Satchell commented on 
the group 's ability to stay together, briefly saying , "We had to keep 
eating .. . it was a simple matter of 'Madam-Need-More ' . . . and 
staying together has paid off. " 
And these Dayton , Ohio, born-and-bred men have done well for 
themselves, pioneering their own sound in a sometimes shakey 
industry . They 've had numerous albums at the top of the charts, as 
well as a series of number one hit singles . The capital investments 
range from racing cars to real estate. 
In the music world , as in any profession, there are some personal 
drawbacks . 
"There 's no way to stay in this industry , or any other, without 
becoming complacent. The audience demands it of you, " guitarist 
Sugar Bonner admitted earlier . ' 'What I hate most about the business 
is that I have to be what the people think [ should be, instead of what I 
truly am, which is probably a little devil. " 
But if. any of the band members are devils , it certainly wasn't 
apparent after the concert, wt.en they all headed back to their modest 
hotel rooms for a few friendly rounds of backgammon and quiet talk 
about the evening's events before leaving for Portland at 4 a .m . and 
then on to the Grammy Awards in Los Angeles . 
Yes, the Ohio Players are back, seemingly unthreatened by the 
recent disco trends in music, and still able to produce their own mode 
of music that first gained them popularity back in 1968. 
Keynotes 
Elvin Bishop 
Elvin Bishop has turned out another high quality album . This may 
be a change from his usual hard rockin ' style, but that's no reason for 
Bishop fans to be disappointed in Hog Heaven . 
In his first self-produced album, Elvin shows he can touch on 
different styles, mainly a mellow sound which we hear in tunes " It's a 
Feelin ' " and " Waterfalls ." But not to let anyone down, Bishop has 
included rockers such as " Arkansas" on the album . 
By Betty Buckley 
If a poll were taken to deter-
mine the friendliest students on 
campus, Brandon Powers would 
rank at the top of almost every 
one's list. 
The dark-haired Powers is now 
in his second year at Eastern, 
after transferring from Kearney 
State College in Nebraska. Once 
classes are through for the day, 
he enjoys goofing around with his 
friends and neighbors in Pearce 
Hall. 
Just your typical college stu-
dent, right? Wrong. Brandon is 
five years old . 
Son of Pearce Hall director Bob 
Powers and wife Sandy, Bran-
don throughly enjoys his life as a 
dorm resident. The antics and 
quick tongue of this dark-haired 
imp has made him a favorite 
among the college crowd. And he 
returns this feeling . 
"Sometimes they (the stu-
dents) let me come up to their 
rooms and even let me water 
their plants, " he said, grinning. 
"That's a lot of fun. I think they 
ask me up because they like me 
and cause they think I'm cute. 
While cafeteria fare has long 
been a sore spot in the lives of 
most college students, Brandon 
enjoys his trips to Tawanka 
Commons. 
"I like the food. They have 
1 · 
' . 
be a police officer--to stop my dad 
from smoking. I'd tell him to stop 
or else I'd put him in jail." 
While he has plenty of girl-
friends already, Brandon had 
decided he 'll stay away from the 
more liberated women. 
"My wife will stay home while I 
work . Because of the little kids-
what if we couldn't get a baby-
sitter and her had to stay home 
anyway ," he explained. "I'll go 
out to work because I'm the boss 
of the family ." 
While he enjoys the freedom of 
dorm life, Brandon says he is 
aware of some of the problems 
too . One thing he disapproves of 
is vandalism . 
"We had it right down there, he 
said, pointing to the parking lot 
where a car was damaged by a 
fire extinguisher thrown from a 
dorm window. "If I see anything, 
I'd call campus police right a-
way.' ' • 
The pint-size scholar can iden-
tify with his college-age friends in 
another way-school work. Bran-
don attends kindergarten at the 
campus school. Although he en-
joys the work, one of his favorite 
times of the day is recess. He also 
takes gymnastics. 
"I do exercises. And the splits 
so hard they hurt," he said . "And 
I like cartwheels too." 
With bedtime at 7 p.m ., Bran-
don squeezes in as much tele-
vision as possible, including his 
favorite show MASH. But he 
doesn't believe violent programs 
have bad effects on children. 
"We just play; we don't want to 
hurt each other. So we pretend 
punch. We just go 'ooh' real slow. 
Bishop's close friend, Maria Muldaur, appears on three of the 
album 's tracks and even has a lead vocal in "True Love ." To quote 
Elvin, "This album is a,1 effort on my part to broaden a little bit. " He 's 
done a fine job. five-year-old Brandon Powers enjoys dorm life in Pearce Hall. Another must-see on television is the evening news. "President 
Jimmy Carter," he says in a lazy 
southern drawl. ''.J've seen him 
on TV, but not for real. I like him . 
Yipee." NO~ shoUTing 
I• 
TODAY 
Feb. 16-22 
Feb. 19 
Feb. 20-22 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 21 
Feb. 22 
Feb. 15-22 
Feb. 16 
Feb. 20 
Feb. 22 
ON CAMPUS 
A.S. _PRIMARY ELECTIONS: 8 a .m .-7 p.m .; PUB. 
NOONER: Overland Station, PUB. 
TUITION RAFFLE: Ski Club movies and raffle, 7 p.m .; PUB. 
~XHIBIT: Photos by Bob Lloyd ; Photography Gallery Department of Art 
NO SCHOOL! HAPPY BIRTHDAY GEORGE WASHINGTON! . 
EXHIBIT: The art of Tad Savinar ; Art Gallery, Department of Art. 
M
FILM: 'H'Gu
11
ess Who's Pregnant," 12 p.m., 1 p.m ., and 7:30 p.m . ; Women's Center 114 onroe a . ' 
MINI CONCERT: "Cleaco Dachias"--rock-n'-roll in the PUB from noon to 1 p.m . 
Sponsored by the Apathetic Student Society. 
MOVIE: "Fiddler on the Roof," 2 p.m . and 7 p.m . ; PUB. 
PIANO RECITAL : Guest artist Ford Hill, 8 p.m .; Recital Hall , Department of Music . 
SEMANA CHICANA: Chicano Awareness Week . 
A.S. GENERAL ELECTIONS: 8 a .m .-7 p.m. ; PUB. 
ON STAGE: "The Importance of Being Earnest," 8 p.m .; University Theatre. Call 359-
2825 for reservations. 
SPOKANE 
COMEDY: " No Sex Please, We're British ," Spokane Civic Theatre. For reservations 
call 325-2507. 
ON STAGE: "Grease," 8 p.m.; Opera House. Presented by Broadway Productions of 
New York. Ticket office, 456-6006. 
Spokane Symphony Orchestra, 8 p.m.; Opera House. Call 326-3136 for reservations . 
"The Great and Glorious Piano Trio," featuring E .W.U. faculty members Kelly Farris, 
Achilles Balabanis, and James Edmonds. 8 p.m. ; Spo~ne Opera House Music Room . 
sandwiches--dee-licious! Good 
chili, too," he said . " And I like 
those little meal tickets ." 
Because of his close association 
with campus life, Brandon is very 
definite about his reasons for 
going to college. 
"I want to smoke and drink," 
he said gleefully . "And then I'll 
And as Brandon Powers, a 
sophisticated college student at 
the age of five would say, "That's 
it now for the news report. See 
you later. " 
i · ~~Earnest'' opens soon 
"The Importance of Being 
Earnest," the classic Victorian 
"Omedy written in 1895 by Oscar 
Wilde, is the EWU Department of 
Drama 's next scheduled pro-
duction . Directed by R. Boyd 
~evin , this British comedy of 
manners will open Feb. 22 at the 
University Theatre. 
Melody Deatherage, who plays 
Lady Bracknell, describes the 
play as a sort of "British soap 
opera . The plot is rather compli-
cated and serious, but what the 
characters take as being serious 
makes the whole thing hilar-
ious ." 
Other characters are portrayed 
by Tom Armitage as John Worth-
ing, J .P., of the Manor House, 
Wool ton, Hertfordshire; Alan 
Spaulding, as Algernon Mon-
crieff, his friend; Karen Williams · 
as Gwendoline Fairfax, her 
daughter; Mary Jo Blemenshien 
as Cecily Cardew, Joqn Woth-
ing's ward ; Connie Haun as Miss 
Prism , Cecily's governess ; Kris 
Kittleson as The Reverend Canon 
Chas.uble; Ward Turner as Merri-
man , the butler at John Worth-
ing's house ; and Greg Bugg as 
Lane, Algernon's "Gentleman 's 
gentleman ." 
The play will show each Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday 
through March 10. Reservations 
may be made by calling the 
University Theatre box office, 
between 3 p.m. and 7 p.m ., 
Monday through Saturday. 
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Whattodo 
if yon sight a Mountain Fresh Rainier 
I f you set! something I hat you can nor explai n. what should you do'! 
Well. the Rainier Brewery's advice is first to use common sense. 
T hink ahl>UI it for awhile. Quil t! o ften you wi ll shortl y realize 
that what you saw has a rat ional explanation. 
you can give your report to any bartender or 10 a stare law ·nforcc-
menl officer. O rr en such reports are in vesti •arecf irnrnccfi ately. 
and i f the M FR's cann\ll he tracked down. the informa tion is 
passed t in !ti the proper aurhoritits. 
Below is a reproduction of thu ti ffi.cial Questionnaire thut is 
given to pt!rsons who report a sight ing. If you see an MFR. If you are convi nced that you have seen a Mountain Fresh Rainier. 
you can report it to the manager o f any loca l grtx:ery store or 
tavern . Each store has at least one c:!mployee who is assigned 10 
such phenomena. If tht!re is no grocery base in your near vic in ity. 
fi ll 011 1 the form cardully and send it 10: Rainier Sight ings . 
Joey A ugust Dis1rihu1ing. 40 10 E. A lk i. Spokane. Washington 
t)l)202. Ytiur co\lperal ion is grca l ly apprt!c iatcd. 
He h:L~ sm1gh1 1he answer fur 34 
ycurs - Wi ll ard L. Mooncy. hcml 
of the Spokane As1m phys1cul 
Labom1ory. 
Solid-citizen Arnold Morlo w:L~ the 
first to repon mysterious objects. 
Today he helieves Rainiers are "alive" 
rather than "machines:· 
He wi ll try to find out - Professor 
Pedro Chu. former head of rhc 
Sequim (Washington) Bureau of 
Standards and recently named di rec· 
tor of the c ivil ian investigative fo rce 
of MFR's with headquan ers ar the 
University of Puyallup. 
She claims that MFR's have lived in 
peace and hannony with the citizens 
of the Pacific Nonhwest since 1878-
Harriet R. Multrucker, of the Ben-
salon Institute in Svenson, Oregon. 
Please print 
This questionnaire has been prepared so that you can give the Rainier Brewing 
Company as much. information as possible concerning the phenomenon 
that you have observed. Please try to answer a·s many questions as you possibly can . 
The information that you give will be used for research purposes. Your name will 
not be used in connection with any statements, conclusions, or publications without 
your permission. 
1. Here are two artl1t'1 drawings of authent icated 
beer 1hape1. Did the object you observed most 
resemble (Circle one) : 
A B 
2. When did you see the object? 
Day Month Year 
3. Time of day (Indicate by drawing ha nds on clock ): 
(Circle one ): A.M . P.M. 
-'· Where were you when you saw the object? 
nearest postal address city ar town state or county 
5 . What was the condition of the sky? 
DAY NIGHT 
a. Bright a. Bright 
b. Cloudy b. Cloudy 
6. If you saw the obJect during DAYLIGHT, where 
was the SUN located 01 you looked at the abject? 
(Circle ane) : 
a . In front of you d. To yow ,elt 
b. In back of you e . Overh,•'>".l 
c. To your right I . Don't remember 
7. If you saw the object at NIGHT, what d id you 
notice considering the STARS and MOON? 
7.1 STARS (Circle one ): MOON (Circle one ): 
a. none a. bright moonlight 
b. a fe w b. dull moonlight 
c. many c.na moonlight - pitch dark 
d. don 't remembet d. don't remember 
7.2 If the MOON was visible, circle the quadrant 
that most closely repreHnts the phaH of the 
moan when you saw the ob(ect. 
I. TheH are ob(ect1 found In the vicin ity af recent 
beer 1lghtlng1. Circle any or all of 1lmllar ab(ect1 
you might have observed at the time of 
the sighting : 
9. What were the weather conditions at the time 
you saw the abject? 
CLOUDS (Circle one) : 
a . clear sky 
b. hazy 
c. scattered 
clouds 
d . thick or heavy 
~ 'oucl1 
WEATHER (Circle one) : 
a . dry 
b. fog , mist, or light 
rain 
c. moderate ar heavy 
rain 
d. snow 
1 0 . The object appeared: 
a . solid 
b. traMparent 
c. vapor 
d . golden carbonated liquid 
e . don 't reme mber 
11 . The edges of the object were : 
a . fuzzy or blurred 
b. like a bright star 
c. sharply outlined 
d . don 't remember 
12. Did the object : 
a. Appear to stand still at 
any time? yes no don 't know 
b. Suddenly speed up and 
rush away? yes na don 't know 
c. Break up into parts or 
explode? yes no don 't know 
d. Give off smoke? yes no don 't know 
e . Change brightness? yes no don 't know 
I . Snap or pop its top? yes no don 't know 
g. Display a loamy white 
contrail? yes no don 't know 
h . Disappear and reappear? yes no don 't know 
13. Tell in a few wards the follow ing things about 
the object: 
a . sound 
b. color 
1-'. Draw a picture that will show the shape of the 
obied or objects. Label and include in your 
sketch any details of the object that you saw 
such as wings , protrusions, etc., and e s pecially 
exhaust trails or vapor trails. Place an arrow 
beside the drawing to show the direction the 
object was moving. 
15. Where were you when you saw the object? 
a . Inside a building or bar 
b. In a grocery stare 
c. at the beach 
d. in an airplane (type) 
e . at sea 
16. In the following 1ketch, Imagine that yau are at 
the point 1hown. Place an "A" on the curved 
line to show how high the obJect wa1 above the 
horizon (1kyllne) when you first 1aw It . Place a 
"B" on the 1ame curved line to s how how high 
the object was above the horizon (1kyline ) when 
you last 1aw It. Place an "A" on the composs 
when you first IOW It . Place a "B" on the com· 
pan when you la1t saw the object . 
... 
17. Did you obHrve the object through any of 
the fallowing? 
a. Eyegla11es Yes No 
b. Sungla11es Yes No 
c. Windshield Yes No 
e . Binoculars Yes No 
I. Telescope Yes No 
g. Pilsner gla11 Yes No 
11. In 50 words or le11. pleaH give us your theory for the origin and/ or true nature of MF R's. 
19. What 11 your name? 
addre11 
city 
state , zip 
Rainier Brewing Company, Seatt le Washington 
This form superHdes 
FDS MFR Jul 67, which 
11 obsolete. 
Official U.S. MFR form 
FDS Form Sep 7-' 867 
, • \ • \, ~ t l • t • t • f O O • I O I O o I "'I l O • I ' I t' I ._ I o ~ I • I O ,o .. • O o O O • • 
He is convinced Rain ic rs a rc intt:1· 
ligc.:111 ly cll ni rulh!d f mm u1er Space 
- Kar l R(x!ncy Morck. dircclo r nf !he 
a l illna l I nvc, 1 iga l illnS o mmittec 
tlll arl 'H. matt.!d Phcrnm1cna . 
Shc is convinced 1ha1 MFR 's ~,re 
small . frt:sh hcings. no nk>rc rha n 
seven inches high. numbering in 
1he mi ll ions in 1heir m11 ivc hahi1a1-
Wi l111a N. Ere rcrer. professor of 
spcc1ruci1y al Mulford ni vcrs i1 y. 
Mountaineer and life long wilderness 
expert 8.1....T. S1rangennan says he 
would have hee n "disloyal to my 
coun1 ry" if he had 1101 reported his 
observations of MFR's. 
He believes 1ha1 Rai niers arc beers. 
"I have lasted several of 1hem. and 
wi thou1 excep1ion 1hey we re fn:sh. • 
thirs1-qu.:nchi ng. and delic ious. 
T hey wan1 nothing more 1han llJ be 
given a fair chance:· - S1anley M.L. 
Kloeppd of 1he Dishman Malt ing. 
Ho pping. Brewing and Drink ing 
ocit' ty. 
... .. ~ \ ... , ... 
. .... 
" 
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White leads tracksters Sports 
Central Saturday 
Hoopsters split action 
By Mark Brumleve 
"The Wildcats a.re coming. The 
Wildcats are coming." Does any-
one hear? 
Maybe not but then again--
maybe so. Just the name Central 
Washington brings people toget-
her at the Special Events Pav-
ilion to see what has been descri-
bed as the finest basketball ri-
valry in the State of Washington. 
Dean Nicholson, the Wildcat 
coach, has carefully prepared 
this year's team . Currently post-
ing a 15-4 record and the number 
one ranking in the Northwest 
Small College polls, CWU may 
come to the Pavilion with feelings 
of revenge for the near scare put 
on the 'Cats in their own back-
yard, a 72-70 thriller Jan . 20 in 
Ellensburg. 
An upset is in the back of the 
minds of the Eagles, as they are 
stiJI fighting to get into the NAIA 
District I playoffs . A win Satur-
day night would almost assure 
the Eagles a playoff date, which 
could mean a third meeting 
between the Eagles and the Wild-
cats March 1 in Ellensburg. 
Game time Saturday in the Pav-
ilion is·7:30 p.m. 
for a possible tournament seed-
ing as they edged out Western, 
85-82. 
Led by the hot shooting of point-
guard Terry Reed, the Eagles 
took a 34-30 command in the 
second half who popped in bas-
kets until the Eagles led by a 
50-40 advantage. 
But then a new hero surfaced 
for the Eagles, as seven-foot Uli 
Sledz went on a rampage, scoring 
14 of the next 16 points to bring 
the Eagles ahead by a 70-56 
margin . 
But the Yikes closed that mar-
gin to 81-80 with only 44 seconds 
left. At the 21-second mark, Mar-
ty Harpole received a pass from 
Jim Savage to put the score at 
83-80. Western 's Mark Clay hit a 
lay-up with only seven seconds 
remaining and Joe Webb hit 
a pair of free-throws to close out 
the scoring. 
Clay led all scores with 23 
points , while Eagle Terry Reed 
tallied 19. 
SPU slides by Eastern 
On Saturday, the Eagles were 
trying to take two in a row from 
Seattle Pacific but ended the 
night with a 77-74 Joss . 
By Scott Bahr 
Vic White, EWU's high-jump 
champion, leaped a career-best 
7'2" mark last Saturday at the 
Eastern- Washington University 
Colegiate Indoor Track Meet and 
led the men's division to a sweep 
in the jumping events, said Coach 
Jerry Martin. 
White bested his previous mark 
by two inches and is now on his 
way to Kansas City, Mo. for the 
National Indoor Track and Field 
Championships, scheduled for to-
morro.w and Saturday. White will 
be defending his national indoor 
championship. 
Martin said White is the favor-
ite to win going into the compe-
tition. 
The Eagles took six first-place 
finishes in the men's division, 
with Bruce Sinkbeil winning with 
the long jump with a 22 feet-11 
and three-quarter leap, and Jeff 
Frederick in the triple jump by 47 
feet, 5 and one-half inches. Greg 
Kooney won the 60-meter hurdles 
in 8.1 and former harrier Rick 
Gehrts took the 1,000-meter run in 
2.30.5. The EWU relay team, 
consisting of Dan Butler, Randy 
Taylor, Dave Sullivan and Steve 
Kiesel, won the 400-meter relay. 
Other placers in the competi-
tion inlcuded second-place fini-
shers Paige Sagen in the pole 
vault and Stan Kerr in the 400-
meter dash. The second team for 
the Eagles took third place in the 
400-meter relay. · ' 
In the women's coll)petition, 
the University of Washington 
team took 10 first-place finish~ 
out of 12 events, with one of their 
losses coming from EWU tracks-
ter Lisa Sorrell, who set a new 
school record of 39.6 in the 
300-meter dash. 
"I thiitk our gals did a fine job 
which was a result of some hard 
training,'' Coach Sheila Wilkins 
said. "I was especially pleased 
with Sue Pike, who ran the 
800-meter event for the first time 
this year and took third place 
with a time of 2.19.3." 
· Wilkens said Sorrell also took 
second place in the 60-meter 
dash, which the top four runners 
ran the event in 7. 7 seconds. 
"It was a very tight race and it 
took the judges almost 10 minutes 
to decide how the gals placed," 
said Wilkens. 
Jamie Day from EWU placed 
third in that race. 
Other placers in the women's 
competition included Kathy May-
berry in the 500-meter run, Shelly 
Hammock in the 300-meter dash, 
Cheryl Wishert in the long jump, 
Tammu Grub in the shot put and 
Jackie Van deBrake in the 1,500-
meter run. 
Eagles edge Western, 85-82 
eeding a win most terribly, 
Eastern traveled to Bellingham 
la ·t Friday to take on the Vikings 
of Weste rn Washington. The 
Eagle kept pressure on hot-shot 
Rohn McCoy , limiting him to 16 
points and kept their eyes open 
The Seattle Pacific triumph 
avenged a season--0pener defeat 
to the Eagles in November. Beau 
McCloud led all scorers with 21 
points, while Eagle Roger Boesel 
contributed 20 points for the 
losers . The defeat left Eastern 
with an 8-16·mark . 
Dan Rock photo 
Eagle runner Rick Gehrts crosses the finish line in the J,000 meter run 
last Saturday in the EWU Invitational. Gehrts' winning time was 
2:30.5. 
The Eagles travel to Moscow, 
Idaho, this Saturday and return 
to Moscow on March 3 for the 
Kimmel Indoor Track Meet. 
- STUDENTS -
(MEN AND WOMEN) 
~ ~~~ 
WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY 
ROTC 
WE WILL PAY YOU ABOUT $500 
TO GET OUT OF CHENEY THIS SUMMER/ 
ATTEND A SIX WEEK 
CAMP IN KENTUCKY 
* You wiU learn a variety of skills to include leadership, first aid, physical 
cordtioring, map reamng, Int 08WJ81ion, martesrnanslil>, 1acta, ranger ~ 
CHOOSE YOUR CLASS DATE: MAY 21 - JUNE 28 
JUNE 11 - JULY 19 
JULY 9-AUG 18 
* THERE IS ~OLUTELY NO OBLIGATION TO THE ARMY OR ARMY ROTC. At-
tend the camp. Find out if you're interested. If so, then the camp will be a short-
art through Army ROTC at EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. If not, take 
yu pay ant axpariance with no sbiiyl attached! 
* Why has the Army decided to offer coHege students nearty $500, paid travel, 
and adventure training with no obligation? To find out, - Captain Jin Spring 
batwean 9:00 Lm. anl 1:00 p.m. 111 Wedrmday, F*uary 21 in the PUB 
... cal 359-23116. 
WomeR make plajoffs 
With a victory over Northwest 
Nazarine and a loss to Seattle 
University, the Eagle women's 
basketball team cinched a 
regional tournament spot in play-
offs scheduled for early March. 
Maria Loos scored 21 points as 
the Eagles defeated Northwest 
Nazarine 86-40 last Sa,turday in 
the Pavilion. Neil Ann Massie 
added 13 points as Eastern led at 
halftime by 20 and as much as 30 
in the second half. 
The story was different last 
Thursday, as Seattle University 
slipped by the Eagles 62-61. With 
aggressive defense by Arlene 
Somday and a few long jump 
shots by Jean Ness, Eastern 
fought back from an 11-point 
deficit. 
A three-point play by Ness with 
only four minutes left to go tied 
the game but the Eagles could not 
keep the lead as tl'le teams traded 
baskets for the remainder of the 
game. Ness led the Eagles with 18 
points. 
Eastern lakes on Gonzaga and 
Central Washington at the 
Special Events Pavilion Friday 
and Saturday. 
Gymnasts take third 
The Eagle women's gymnastic 
team finished third in the Port-
land State Invitational last week-
end. 
The University of Oregon was 
top placer with 118 points. Spo-
kane Community College took 
second with 116, and Eastern with 
110. 
Coach Lloyd Howell said Ann 
Corbin was the Eagle's highest 
finisher, as she was fourth in the 
· floor and beam exercises and 
sixth in all-around. He added that 
Corbin's 30.03 overall points gives 
her a chance for. national compe-
tition in late March. 
Howell said the squad will 
travel to 'the University of Wash-
ington on Feb. 24 to meet· one of 
their toughest rivals of the sea-
son. 
.featuring · 
SPOKAME'S 
SYMPHaff 
OACHESTRA 
FRESCOBALDI/FRAENKEL - Five Pieces 
DEBUSSY-Pa-Ides de Printemps 
BRUCKNER- Symphony No. 4 
Tuesday, Feb. 20at 8 p.m~ 
--~-~~----i-""""-~--"'l'i-AII performances in pera OO:ie. 
For tickers.call Symphony Offlce-326-3136 
West 621 Mallon - The Flour MIii 
Gymnastic competitio~ 
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Gwaltney ·national contender 
By Jody Mulloy 
Jim Gwaltney may be East-
ern 's next defending NAIA na-
tional champion in floor exercise 
competition, despite injuries he 
sum~red in practice that kept him 
out of action all last week. 
Coach Jack Benson said Gwalt-
ney slipped almost two weeks ago 
during a dismout off the high-
beam. He landed on his head, and 
pulled muscles and tendons in his 
chest. 
The gymnast will not compete 
in tomorrow's meet against 
Washington State University so 
that he can focus his energies on 
national competition in Wiscon-
sin March 2 and 3. The Eagle 
gymnasts are 3-3 for the season 
and looking forward to the na-
tionals, the coach said. 
on rings, horizontal bar, vault 
and all-around; Don Chittick on 
still rings and Van on vault. 
Next weekend, EWU gymnasts 
will travel to Portland State, with 
nationals to follow. 
This will be the last home meet 
Friday, Benson said, with the 
Eagles facing WSU at 7:30 p.m. 
in the gymnastics room of Phase 
II, second floor. 
Benson said the WSU team will 
feature Dubi Lufi, a competitor in 
the last Olympic games and a 
former NCAA champion. 
One other member of the 
Eagles team, Nick Van, has been 
plagued by back injuries, Benson 
said. But the coach is hoping Van 
will be able to compete this 
weekend and in nationals. 
After the accident, he had diffi-
culty participating in sports such 
as track, baseball or tennis. 
"So some of my friends turned 
me ':'n to gymnastics," he said. "I 
enjoyed it so much that I · kept 
with it into high school." 
As a member of the high school 
gymnastics team at Colorado 
Springs, Colo., Gwaltney cap-
tured numerous awards and 
earned a scholarship to a New 
Mexico junior college. During his 
two years on the junior college 
level, Gwaltney placed well in the 
all -around and parallel bars com-
petition at nationals. 
Bill Hupe photo 
Eagle gymnast Jon Gwaltney shows his talent on the parallel bars. 
Gwaltney and six of his teammates have qualified for national 
competition in Wisconsin on March 2 and 3. The Eagles have their final 
home meet Friday against Washington State University. 
Gwaltney was a triple winner 
in a recent dual meet with 
Eastern Montana College. He 
took first in parallel bars, hori-
zontal bars and all-around com-
petition. 
"John is a potential cham-
pion," Benson said. "He has a 
very good chance to win in the 
parallel bars, horizontal bars and 
all-around competition. He is a 
mainstream of the team." 
"To qualify, team scores have 
to be 160 points," Benson said. 
"We've scored 179, 186 and 191 in 
our meets, which is well above 
the minimum." 
After two years of junior col-
lege, Gwaltney took a year off 
before transferring to Eastern, 
where he is majoring in commer-
cial recreation . 
Because he is new to the 
league, Gwaltney feels that he is 
more or less competing against 
himself. 
Early start for champ 
Grapplers pin rivals Gwaltney became interested in gymnastics as a youngster. When he was 12, Gwaltney's legs were 
injured when he was hit by a car. 
"To be successful at this, you 
really have to be positive," 
Gwaltney said. "But you also 
need to have fun ." 
The Eagle wrestling team 
ended a grueling five-matches-in-
four-days road trip by returning 
with an impressive four wins and 
one ·loss, said Coach Stan Opp. 
Eagle grapplers Jay Brecken-
ridge, Dave Reimnitz, Dan Thew, 
and copcaptain Mike Stolp re-
turned with no losses. 
The grapplers began their road 
trip last Wednesday with a close, 
disappointing 23-20 loss to Boise 
State College before they swept 
their remaining opponents. On 
Thursday, they beat Idaho State 
Uniersity 25-24, went on Friday to 
crush Western Montana 54-0 and 
on Saturday trounced Dickinson 
State College 45-10 and Montana 
State University 30-20. 
Opp said the Boise State loss 
was disappointing because the 
team arrived about an hour 
before the match began. 
"One hour isn't enough to 
warm up before a match," Opp 
said. "We had several close 
losses in the match and the road 
trip took out a portion of our 
performance.'' 
Against Boise State, the grap-
plers collected pins from their 
150-pound ace Dave Reimnitz and 
heavyweight Dan Thew, who won 
with pins four times this week-
end, and decisions from Kai 
Warnock at 118, Jay Breckin-
ridge at 142 and Mike Stolp at 177. 
Against Idaho Stat~ University 
Thursday, Thew pinned his op-
ponent to provide the winning 
margin as the Eagles came from 
behin~ to edge them 25-24. · 
In the Idaho State match, the 
Eagles collected four other pins 
from Warnock at 118, Ruben Mar-
tinez at 126, Breckinridge at 142 
and Reimnitz at 150. Opp said 
co-captain Stolp at lTl was nar-
rowly leading his opponent going 
into the third round by 3-2 when 
he overwhelmed him to win 12-3. 
On Friday the grapplers col-
lected three pins, three decisions 
and four forfeits as they crushed 
Western Montana 54-0. 
Warnock started the match 
with a 4-0 decision at ·us and was 
followed by Martinez with a close 
11-10 decision at 126. Breckin-
ridge won by pin at 142 and Lloyd 
Cherry at 158 won by pin. Eric 
Rjala at 167 won 15-2 for a 
superior decision and heavy-
weight Thew collected his third 
pin in as many days. 
"I was very pleased with the 
performances of Cherry and Ra-
jala because it got them back on 
the winning track," Opp said. 
"They've had some tough 
matches in dual-meet competi-
tion and the wins gave them their 
confidence back." 
The Eagle grapplers Saturday 
again proved they can pin their 
opponents as they took five 
matches by pins en route to a 
45-10 victory over Dickinson State, 
and three pins for a 30-20 margin 
over Montana State University. 
"I've yet to put a full team 
on the floor because several 
members have been out with 
injuries," Benson said. "But 
we're trying to put it together 
before nationals and really go for 
it." 
Are you looking 
for so01ething to do? 
AND SOMETHING TO DO AT ROBERTS SPORTS 
Seven gymnasts have qualified 
for national competition, includ-
ing Gwaltney on parallel bars, 
sidehorse and vault; Bill Jackson 
You'll find complete supplies for: 
RACQUETBALL 
BILLIARDS 
RUNNING 
SOCCER 
BASKETBALL 
WRESTLING 
Martinez at -126 was the first 
Eagle to win, with a 10-5 decision, 
before pins were collected by 
co-captain Larry Bush at 134, 
Cherry at 158', Rajala at 167, Dave 
Head at 190 and heavyweight 
Thew. The Eagles also won three , 
matches by forfeit. 
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE 
ALL COMPETITIVELY PRICED WITH A 
5% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS 
The Eagles travel to Central 
Saturday for the Central Wash-
ington University Invitational. It 
will be their last tournament 
eompetition before the nationals. 
SO FIND SOMETHING TO DO AT 
Racquet 
Restringing 
5021h First 
ROBERtS 
SPORTS 
NEEDED 
Bank Cards 
Accepted 
235-8414 
Experienced Students for the Yearbook Staff 
Editor: $90 per month during the regular schoul year 
$170 per month during summer 
Division Editors: $50 per month during the regular school year 
Promotion Manager: $50 per month during the regular school year 
Photo£raphers: $3 per picture accepted for publication 
Photo credits should be published for . EACH picture used 
DEADLINE 
FEBRUARY 23, 1979 
Apply in the A. S~ Office, 3rd Floor, PUB 
... 
.... , 
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ASE 
PRIMARY ELECTION· 
TODAY 
Position #8 
D Mark Lisi 
D Gary Mueller 
Position#9 
D Barbara Zane 
Position #10 
D CurtJantz 
D Don Zi111rner111an · 
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